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I hope everyone has had a great summer (or winter for our colleagues
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The September issue can help you learn something new. We start
with a word from our President, Jane Langeman, who talks about the
diversity of information businesses that makess AIIP such a great organization.
One of the best ways to gain new skills is through volunteering. Jan
Knight, Director of Member Services, introduces the concept of Return on Engagement (ROE) and how volunteering with AIIP can help
us all meet our ROE goals.
Mark-Shane Scale shares some of the ideas he developed during his
PhD dissertation research and advocates for an updated view of consulting where consultants become partners to their clients.
Data visualization has been a popular topic of conversation on AIIP-L,
and we have made it a focus in this issue. Greg Behm, a data visualization specialist, shares his thoughts on how to best use color to communicate data visually. And Denise Carter uses data visualization to
help us introduce a new feature in AIIP Connections. AIIPeer Review
gives you a chance to share your experiences with valuable tools, resources, and more. Learn more about some new tools and add them
to your own collection.
Webinars are a fantastic learning tool, as we know from AIIP’s own
webinar series. Matt Von Hendy outlines how to build webinars as a
revenue stream.
Jan Davis describes her experience with research assignments in the
ancillary healthcare industry and she provides a good list of resources
for others wanting to learn more about this area.
Denise Carter is back to share her experiences developing the 2016
Business Information Survey. She lets us in on some of the key findings of interest to AIIP members.
As always, we have Amelia Kassel in the Coach’s Corner where we
learn about valuable resources to find U.S. Government information.
AIIP Connections is just one of several AIIP resources that help members build knowledge and expand their industry awareness. Enjoy the
issue and never stop learning.
Phyllis Smith
Editor, AIIP Connections
ConnectionsEditor@aiip.org
Halton Hills, Ontario, Canada
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ■

The ties that bind us

O

ne can’t help but be astonished by the
2016 U.S. presidential contest. How on
earth did we get here?
The worldviews of our candidates represent opposing confidences in the future. I personally
delight in our diﬀerences and have confidence
that we can work together to solve hard problems. It’s comforting to be surrounded by people we have something in common with, but
it’s boring to be surrounded by people too
much like ourselves. I benefit from being
around those whose worldviews diﬀer from
mine, who challenge and enlighten me.

In business, I do this by tilting my universe to
rub shoulders with people whose specialties
are far from mine. Amongst AIIP members, you
can pick out the various information professional tribes who share common research skills,
but apply them in diverse and wonderful ways.
From patent researchers to private investigators, market analysts to IT analysts, librarians to

writers, we all share an expertise in finding and
leveraging information. But, oh those diﬀerences are what makes it fun.
At AIIP, we take the worldview that there are
ties that bind members to each other. We are
independent business owners. We have information specialties with strong research components. We are experts at finding and leveraging
information. We partner with each other to extend our capacities. We are agile in responding
to unique business opportunities. We are leaders in word and action.
We share our expertise, challenges, opportunities, advice, and humor with the entire community via our active community-wide discussion
list, in our free monthly member webinars, and
at our annual conference (May 18-21, 2017 in
New Orleans). Sure we could chat in smaller forums, and it’s only natural that people do, but
something happens when you put your message out to the community at large. People rise
up with their responses and introduce unique
perspectives.

AIIP members represent many specialties and
almost all members belong to other associations that nurture their specific areas. The value
of having members with diﬀerent specialties is
the ability to mix and match our skills to meet
diﬀerent opportunities. No one person can do it
all. There is something comforting in knowing
you can find industry-expert researchers, writers, technologists and marketers to call on for
advice or collaboration.
There are a lot of information specialists out
there, but AIIP is for the ones who got away—
who are or want to be—their own boss, responsible for their future each and every day by
being an independent business owner. AIIP’s
goal is to be an indispensable resource for our
independent business owner members as a
source of education, networking and professional development. We invite information professionals from diverse practices to join the
conversation. We are truly stronger together.

Jane Langeman
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AIIP Board of Directors

Plunkett

President

Research, Ltd.
®

Jane Langeman, Langeman Consulting

Our Market Research = Your Smart Decisions

President Elect
Scott Attenborough, Content Capital, LLC
Immediate Past President
June Boyle, CeRCo Research & Consulting, LLC
Secretary
Shelly Azar, Insight Researchers, LLC

The Completely-New

Plunkett Research® Online
BETTER INDUSTRY DATA.
BETTER TOOLS.
BETTER PRICES.
BETTER USER INTERFACE.

Treasurer
Marydee Ojala, Ojala Associates
Director, Membership
Mary Ellen Bates, Bates Information Services Inc.
Director, Member Services
Jan Knight, Bancroft Information Services
Director, Digital Presence

Completely Redesigned
and Mobile-Friendly!
Deep data on hundreds of
industry sectors. Includes
history and forecasts of
market size.
WHAT YOU GET: Our analysis
of industry trends, markets and
technologies. Industry statistics.
Business intelligence. Covers
hundreds of industries.

Plunkett Research offers AIIP members
special pricing on subscriptions to our
online database of business intelligence.
Our system is user-friendly and is
organized into unique, easy-to-use tools:
0DUNHW5HVHDUFKDQG
Industry Trends
,QGXVWU\6WDWLVWLFV
&RPSDQ\3UR¿OHV
([SRUW&RPSDQ\
Contacts
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FOR A FREE TRIAL
CONTACT: 713.932.0000
INFO@PLUNKETTRESEARCH.COM

Ken Watson • Watson Knowledge Services, LLC

WWW.PLUNKETTRESEARCH.COM
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GEM SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT ■

AIIP
Gem
Sponsor
Spotlight
Ruby Sponsor: Mary Ellen Bates
By Marilyn Harmacek

ary Ellen Bates has been a professional
info entrepreneur longer than the World
Wide Web has been in existence. While much
has changed over that quarter century, her
business focus has not. “I have the same philosophy now as when I started, and it’s worked
for 25 years.” After trying all the typical marketing tactics of cold calling and direct mail, she
realized it’s better to attract clients than chase
after them. That’s how she’s made her mark
and, “it’s why I can pivot with the times.”

M

When she started concentrating her skillset on
client outcomes, asking “how can I help you
make better informed decisions and reach your
goals?” she also focused on her reputation and
how she could become sought after by the
clients she wanted to attract. AIIP members
helped her understand you had to be open, visible, generous, and someone the client could
trust. Today, we know it as being transparent.
Transparency translates into making it easy for
others to see what actions are performed,
bringing clarity to what is real and true. “I was
an AIIP member for a year before I went independent. I listened and found out what other
members were doing and how they were
doing it. [Transparency and attracting clients]
was scary stuﬀ at the time. And then I realized,
if they could do it, I could, too.” Putting yourself
out there and becoming engaged is the key.

Becoming an AIIP Jewel sponsor is one way
Mary Ellen stays engaged. “I see a sponsorship
as giving enough to make a diﬀerence to me
and to the organization,” she states. It’s not
something she takes lightly. “It’s where I really
have to pause and think twice about writing
that check, and then realizing it is going to
make a big impact on everyone involved.” To
her, it’s the feeling of going above and beyond
that makes the diﬀerence. “When I sponsor, I
feel more engaged. I want to know the money
is used smartly and will be spent well.” An AIIP
sponsorship means “prepaying a commitment
to AIIP for what I value and what I want to receive.” She doesn’t just look at the cost and the
practicality of what’s included, but the significance of what it means personally and professionally. “It’s important enough to give more.”
Integrity, transparency, and joyful engagement
in life and business is Mary Ellen’s daily mantra.
Peer-to-peer learning—co-learning or group
engagement—gives her vitality. “That’s where I
find all the good stuﬀ.” And why AIIP means so
much to her. As director of membership and
outreach, she would love to see every member
of AIIP joyfully engaged and bringing their
business skills to the table. “We’ve all got what
it takes to show our creative and strategic
selves. Let’s see that brilliance!”

Mary Ellen Bates, president and founder
of Bates Information Services, Inc. Niwot,
Colorado
Phone: +1 303.772.7095
Email: mbates@batesinfo.com
Web: www.BatesInfo.com
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WHAT’S YOUR ROE?
By Jan Knight, Bancroft Information Services, LLC.
Director, Member Services

N

o, we’re not talking about
that mass of eggs contained
in the ovaries of a female fish, or
Return on Equity if you’re a company shareholder, and no, it’s not
a typo of ROI (Return on Investment).

Having just joined the AIIP Board in April as the
Director of Member Services, I’ve been thinking
about member retention, association benefits,
and the value that must be present to enable
us to maintain high levels of retention. I have
also been thinking about how we might measure members’ ROI on the dollars and time they
spend to be part of AIIP. Then, I recalled the
term ROE (Return on Engagement), and I’m
thinking it’s just as important as ROI, if not
more so. Although the term ROE is used mostly
as a metric for social media or online engagement (think likes, shares, promotes, contribution) it became clear to me that one of our
primary opportunities for engagement, outside of contributing to AIIP-L, our member discussion list, or becoming a sponsor, is
volunteering. And, although we all like to give
back, we also hope to get some sort of return
from that engagement. If you’re brand new to
AIIP, then you’re probably still at a stage where
you’re not quite sure what your ROI or ROE will
be.
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The 2013 Map of Volunteer Engagement
Check out this photo taken at the AIIP Conference from Denver in 2013. It was a great idea
initiated by Linda Stacy, the Conference Chair
at the time. A large board was displayed in the
middle of our conference lobby, and as you can
see, it listed five general operational areas:
Board, Operations, Marketing/Web, Membership Development, and Member Benefits. Next
to each area, all the committees that fell under
those categories were listed. We were encour-
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aged to write our name on a tab of paper and
pin it to the category within which we’d volunteered at any point of our membership. It was a
fun exercise, and it provided this wonderful visual of what I’ll refer to as “it takes a village.” It
was a creative way for us to see an almost tangible history of our previous and current engagement.
Also, just by looking at the names of over 20
committees within those five areas, many of us
were reminded of ways we’d been involved
over the months and years. Through my own

multiple volunteer eﬀorts since 2001, I’ve become better acquainted with members I
would likely never have met otherwise and
many of them I’m happy to now call my
friends. I’ve been able to gain a better understanding of contracts in my industry relations
roles, I’ve worked as Chair of the PDF Member
Directory (yes, we used to create one in a very
labor-intensive manner!) I’ve been able to
create strong relationships outside of our
membership with some of our vendors. To
this day, I continue to enhance my leadership
skills and learn a little about the ins and outs
of all the committees I come in contact with.

So What Exactly Is the Goal of
ROE?
My first thought is that from a member point
of view, it may vary for all of us. But for AIIP as
an association, I’d like to think that this goal,
articulated in a 2013 post in The Red Hot Marketing Blender Blog, is more pertinent. To create “bigger communities, stronger loyalty, an

unbreakable bond with the brand, and a desire of the consumer/user/fan to refer the
brand to others” sounds like something we,
as paid-up members of AIIP, and we as an Association, could all benefit from.
Now, with the ROE goal in mind, look at the
number of pushpins in the board. All of those
members gained something from their volunteer eﬀorts. It’s possible the pushpins reflect the Pareto Principle--80% of our
volunteers coming from 20% of the membership. Or, they might represent a large number
of individual volunteers. I’m not going to
worry about that. Instead, I am encouraging
us all to be engaged in our association, which
is run in major part by volunteers.

My Invitation

teering. If you’d like more specific information
on volunteering, you can contact Scott Attenborough, President Elect, at
scott@contentcapitalservices.com.
I’d also like to hear from you personally if you
have your own ROE goals. While some might
say that too much volunteering could burn
people out, I’d like to think that if you’re getting the ROE you desire, it will be an energizing experience!
What ENERGIZES you? What do you want to
learn? Whom do you want to connect with?
What skill do you want to learn or enhance?
Feel free to contact me directly at
Jan@bancroftinfo.com and let me know what
ROE you get from AIIP, especially from volunteering. Let’s plan to create an even more
crowded map at a future conference.

I invite you all, long-time members or new
members, to visit the Volunteer section of the
AIIP website and watch videos of how highprofile members have benefitted from volun-

A Big Datta Guide for
Librarians an
nd Information
Prrofessionals
ofes
ssionals
“If you’re a librarian or information scientist,
this book will introduce you to the key
concepts and terminology you need to
understand Big Data.”

— Daniel TTunkelang
unkelang
Head of Search Qualityy,, LinkedIn

“Big Data” is not a new
concept for information professionals, but it is spawning
new approaches along with
a language all its own. In
The Accidental Data Scientist,
Amy Afffelt shows information
240 pages/softbound/ $39.50
professionals how to leverISBN 978-1-57387-511-0
age their skills and training to
ebook also available
master emerging tools,
tools create
mission-critical Big Data research deliverables, and discover
new opportunities by embracing their inner data scientist.

For more information or to order, visit
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The Partner-Consultant: Partnering with
Clients in Consulting
by Mark-Shane Scale

A

ccording to Andrea Markowitz (2001), clients of consulting sometimes endow consultants with too much power while failing to recognize their own agency in the process of solving problems and
managing change. Here we explore why consultants should cultivate a
partnership role with clients rather than the experts/authority role.
Library and information consulting is part of a larger global billion-dollar
consulting industry that promises employment and self-employment
opportunities for librarians and non-librarians alike. Library and information consultants are professionals oﬀering their library or information
“skills to a variety of clients” or to “libraries and librarylike entities” (de
Stricker 2008, p. vi). While library and information consulting occupy a
specific niche within the consulting industry in general, it is general consulting that oﬀers the predominant metaphors for
conceptualizing library and information consulting.

Storyline: Clients make use of the expertise of consultants as the need
arises
According to Markowitz, this storyline is part
of a well-told narrative, performed throughout human history, of a deep rooted belief in
the need to consult “experts”. However, there
are problems with such longstanding cultural traditions and assumptions that reiterate the wisdom of consulting experts for
decision making and relying on external advisors.

What’s wrong with viewing consultants as experts?

Unfortunately, as Markowitz notes, general consultThe partner-consultant
ing models heroize consultants and reduce the
One of the major problems is that the assigning of
agency of clients in problem solving and change
the label of an expert to a consultant automatically
model of library
management. When library and information consultcharacterizes clients as unable, deficient and reliant
ants adopt from general consulting, they adopt this
on others to “take care of the thinking, interpreting,
problem. For example, Wormell, Olesen, and Mikulás
planning and doing that are required to solve [probconsulting is a more
(2011) suggest that “one of the reasons why busilems]” (Markowitz, 2001 p. 86). Characterizing consultnesses and government organisations…avail themants as experts to be consulted when there is a
empowering view.
selves [of] consultants is the benefit of just-in-time
problem forms an unhealthy dependency-creating
procurement of expertise” (p. 117). While on the surassumption “that clients need the knowledge, skills,
face nothing is wrong with that statement, problemand tools of experts in order to solve their problems
atic in the metaphoric concept of “just-in-time…expertise” is the
– to get rid of the deficiency” (86). This is unhealthy because:
aggrandizement of the value of consultants in proportion to clients. If we
1. Client dependency on consultants hinders clients from taking responwere to narrate Wormell, Olesen and Mikulas’s statement into a simple
sibility for their own development process, growth and problems, and
storyline—short enough to fit into a tweet—we would see two characbuilding
confidence and independence to solve future problems.
ters, the clients of consulting and the consultants depicted in the storyline as follows:
2. Consultants, by viewing themselves as experts, rather than partners
in the problem solving process, run the danger of “creating needs in
order to justify their own existence and make a living” while seeking
“problems where there are none” (Markowitz, 2001 p. 86).
Following Markowitz’ line of reasoning, it can be seen that describing
consultants as experts appears to disempower clients and takes agency
away from clients while giving agency to the consultant. While the consultant may be an expert on a particular type of problem or have specialized knowledge, when it comes to understanding the client’s problem,
the consultant must engage in learning from the client before attempting to guide the client in problem solving (Block, 2001 p. 69).

An alternative metaphor
Due to the nature of this interaction, where the consultant also grows
and develops in the process of attempting to apply expertise and knowledge to a client’s unique problem, an alternative metaphoric lens for
viewing consultants develops. It is as partners rather than experts. The
partner-consultant model of library consulting is a more empowering
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So why is the partner-consultant model of
library consulting a better alternative to
the idea of consultants as experts?

view of consulting that recognizes the agency of clients and the interdependence of consultants and clients in the consulting relationship in
order for the most successful outcome.
To illustrate the limitations of the expert model in comparison to the partner model, look to trends in health care. The very idea of an expert implies that one has special knowledge or skill because of one’s education,
training or experiences. Yet today, the idea of expertise is increasingly
challenged in various spheres. Even within medicine, there are perspectives that recognize that doctors need to view patients as partners in
managing disease (Holman and Lorig, 2000). Successful outcomes with
patients require doctors to listen to patients to accurately diagnose the
disease as well as find ways to collaborate with the patient towards the
most appropriate treatment.
Likewise, this metaphor is a helpful one to library and information consulting, as it positions the consultant as using his or her knowledge or
competence in partnership with clients to arrive at the best resolution to
the client’s problem. This partnership metaphor does not negatively position nor assume that the knowledge and experience of the client is less
valuable than that of the consultant. Rather, this metaphor returns
agency back to the client as needing to cooperate with the consultant in
order to arrive at the most successful resolution to the client’s problem.

Partner-consultant model

• The partnerconsultant
model gives
agency to
clients in making the consulting process
successful.
• The partnerconsultant
model re-emphasizes the
collaborative
nature of consulting.
• The partner-consultant viewpoint requires the input of the client for
the collaboration to function properly.
• The partner-consultant model views the consultant as collaborating
with clients to achieve a mutually agreed and beneficial output.
Consequently, the consultant has a role that is dependent on clients providing input in order to successfully accomplish the work of consulting.
As such, the consultant is not just applying knowledge from experience
to the client’s problem, but actively involved in listening to the client and
participating in helping the client make sense of the problem and formulating answers to the problem. Clients are enabled to see themselves as
competent and capable of understanding their own needs and problems,
but relying on the consultant for conversation in arriving at a better understanding of self.

References
Under the partner-consulting model, the consultant is not seen as the expert that knows what the client needs to implement, but rather as the facilitator to help identify the client’s need and how to go about resolving
that need. In this model, the consultant works together with the client to
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find answers. This may include the consultant oﬀering the client a tool
box of practices or solutions but with the view that only the client can really know what is needed. The consultant negotiates with the client to
find out what tool best matches the client’s need.
As such, the partner-consulting model treats both the client and consultant as equals with responsibilities and duties to perform in order to make
the consulting relationship successful.

Mark-Shane Scale (markshane.scale@gmail.com) is lecturing at the Department of Library
and Information Studies at the University of the West Indies, Mona. He presented a paper
at SLA on “Tales from the tweets: Fresh insights into the world of library consulting”
in June 2015 and a contributed two previous articles to AIIP Connections. His ideas are
based on his PhD dissertation research project started at the University of Western Ontario.
Your reaction and feedback is welcome.
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AIIPeer Review is a new column in AIIP Connections. This is where you can
share your experiences with tools, resources, courses, or conferences that you believe might be of interest and of benefit to your AIIP colleagues.
Reviews can be 500 to1000 words long and should reflect your own experiences.
Why was the tool valuable to your business and how did using it help you achieve
your own business goals?
AIIPeer Review is not intended to promote or rate one resource over any other.
Reviews are for information purposes only.
If you have ideas for future AIIPeer Reviews, contact Denise Carter at
denise.carter@dcisionconsult.com.

What did I select to do this?
After looking at a few alternatives I selected Tableau Desktop Personal Edition. This gave me the confidentiality I needed and I was able to play
around a bit (using false data labelled incorrectly) on the free Tableau
Public edition and show the client the type of map we could produce.

Tableau for Data Visualization

What does it do and how does it work?

www.tableau.com
By Denise Carter

What was I trying to achieve?
I had been tasked by a client to produce a choropleth map,* which would
use both data from a desk research project I had just concluded for them
and their own internal data, to be able to visualize for their key country
markets a view by region of where increased sales or marketing activity
would potentially produce most results.

Tool

Cost

Data Creation
Tools:

Tableau allows you to import data from multiple sources and to analyze
data sets by using drag and drop functionality to create data visualizations. There is a helpful “show me” option which suggests chart or map solutions for data once you drag and drop your attributes and measures into
the column and row areas.
A renewal fee of 25% is charged per annum to allow you access to all updates. If you choose not to pay the 25% renewal fee you can still keep access to the tool but you will not receive any further updates.

Description
Provides access to the table and mapping functionalites.

Tableau Public

Free

Results can be generated into a weblink, which is posted on the
Tableau Public Website for anyone to open.
• Great for testing, if you don’t have confidentiality issues.
• Links can be posted on websites, presesentations etc.

Sharing and Collaboration Tools:
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• Allows you to work confidentially.

Tableau Desktop, Personal Edition

USD $999

Tableau Desktop, Professional Edition

USD
$1,999

Tableau Reader

free

• Access Tableau outputs in interactive formats.

Tableau Server &
Tableau Online

Price on
request

• Share insights and analytics securely within an organization, or
more widely in the cloud.
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• Connect to 6 data types, including excel and csv files.
• Aimed at organizations dealing with big data, this edition allows you to connect to hundreds of data sources.
• This version is required to work with the specific Tableau sharing and collaboration tools: Tableau Server and Tableau Online.

What do I really like about Tableau?
I really like the “drag and drop” and the “show me” functionalities. It
allows you to work quickly and provide some creative solutions;
for this project we created some diﬀerent views of the data
which immediately raised questions and helped shape some
decisions for the client.

What needs improving?
If you are using the Personal Edition, exporting
options are limited. You can export your tables/maps as images but then you lose interactivity, and asking clients to install the Reader may
not always be convenient. Exporting to PowerPoint is not possible, which does have limits when
this is such a standard.

These lists of multiple tools cover diﬀerent
topics:

Access and platforms

Data visualization tools to present ideas:
Tableau is available for both PC and Mac (I’m a Mac user so all my comments are based on this experience). You subscribe directly from the
web and the process is very straightforward. The interface and documentation are in English, French, German, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Japanese, Korean, and Simplified Chinese.

Training
A comprehensive set of training videos is available. I found the program
reasonably intuitive once I’d grasped the basic principles, and I managed to make the choropleth map I needed relatively quickly. However,
I would say that there is a lot of functionality and to really master the
tool will take some time. Each time I go back, I find something else I can
tweak to make the first map better.

Help desk and customer support
Customer support is available by email; I’ve used them once and they
responded by telephone within 24 hours. Once I subscribed, I was assigned a customer account manager.

www.clickz.com/2016/06/14/15-data-visualisation-tools-to-help-you-present-ideas-eﬀectively
20 free tools to create data maps:
www.oedb.org/ilibrarian/do-it-yourself-gis-20-free-tools-data-sourcesfor-creating-data-maps/
Denise Carter is the owner of DCision Consult, a competitive intelligence and business
analytics service provider. Based in Switzerland, DCision Consult works with pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies in
Europe and the U.S. to deliver meaningful
data and analysis that drives decisions. You
can reach Denise at
denise.carter@dcisionconsult.com

Additional data visualization tools
There are many data visualization tools out there
for creating maps and tables and for presenting
data and ideas, including:
Plot.ly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . https://plot.ly
Silk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . http://www.silk.co
Piktochart . . . . . . . . . https://piktochart.com
Easle.ly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . http://www.easel.ly
Maps Data . . . http://www.mapsdata.co.uk

* A choropleth map uses diﬀerences in shading, coloring, or the placing of symbols within
predefined areas to indicate the average values of a property or quantity in those areas.
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Color and Data Visualization
by Greg Behm

C

olor, used thoughtfully and sparingly in data visualizations, is an
important tool for communicating data. As with all other elements
of visual communications, color should be used for a purpose. Applied
gratuitously, color obscures your data and confuses your audience. Unfortunately, color abuse is among the most common mistakes in data
visualization.
Color’s primary purpose in data visualization is to contrast diﬀerences
and group similarities in the data. Color should not be used merely to
decorate your charts. Decorations add no information, nor do they support reading the data. Well-designed data graphics are aesthetically
pleasing without unnecessary decorations.

Conversely, switch color schemes to signal a new data topic. Let your
viewers know when the context for your data has changed.
Chart make-over. Figure 1 shows an example bar chart that demonstrates several color mistakes to avoid; try to identify each. Figure 2
shows the same data, charted using color guidelines discussed in this
article.

Figure 1

Information professionals can improve their visualizations by learning
and adopting some color guidelines, without needing to master the
complexities of color theory. The following color tips will help you avoid
doing more harm than good with your visualizations.
Use white chart backgrounds for maximum legibility. Whether your
charts are printed on paper, viewed on a computer screen, or projected
for an audience, white backgrounds work best for almost all situations.
Color the supporting chart elements light to medium gray. Chart elements such as axes, grid lines, and tick marks should help viewers understand the data, not distract from the data nor clutter the chart with their
presence.
Example bar chart demonstrating color mistakes.
Choose muted, pastel, or light gray colors for most applications. Vivid
colors shout at your viewers for attention. Reserve bright, high-saturation
colors for emphasis.

Figure 2

Avoid visual special eﬀects. Visual eﬀects such as color gradients and
pseudo-3D shading are decorations, oﬀering no communicative benefits. They should be omitted from your charts.
Use only one color for simple bar charts. On most single-variable bar
charts, color all bars the same. Excel, for example, oﬀers the formatting
option “vary colors by point.” Don’t use it. If you’ve labelled each bar directly by category, diﬀerent colors add no information and should be
avoided. Your viewers will waste time and mental eﬀort trying to understand the redundant color diﬀerences. Occasionally, you might have a
good reason to use (a few) diﬀerent colors, such as to highlight an important diﬀerence in the data. Make this design choice thoughtfully, not simply for decoration.
Maintain the same color scheme
across a series of related charts.
Use the same colors when presenting several charts of similar data
sets (i.e. same variables). A new
color scheme suggests a new data
topic to the viewer. When the topic
remains the same, new color
schemes mislead and confuse your
viewers, imposing cognitive load to
learn each new scheme.
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Example bar chart demonstrating better color use.
Following the suggestions in this article is a good start, but there’s more
to learn about color for data visualizations. If you’re interested in learning
the principles of color design for information display, I recommend these
books: A Field Guide to Digital Color, by Maureen C. Stone (2003), Visual
Thinking for Design, by Colin Ware (2008), and Envisioning Information, by
Edward R. Tufte (1990).
Greg Behm is a data analyst and visualization specialist, helping clients get more value
from their data through exploration, analysis and presentation. You can contact him at
mail@gregbehm.com.

Ancillary HealthCare Industry Research
by Jan Davis, Blue Sage Research

W

hen people ask me what industry I’m researching these days I usually respond
“healthcare.” But more specifically, ancillary
services, which are healthcare procedures provided outside of a hospital or physician oﬃce,
such as a diagnostic imaging center for an
MRI, an ambulatory surgery center for a
colonoscopy, or a cancer center for
chemotherapy.

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services’ Ambulatory Surgical
Centers (ASC)

• Alliance Imaging. This division of Alliance
HealthCare Services Inc. operates 478 diagnostic imaging systems in 120 locations
across the country.

This government site oﬀers up-to-date information on coding, billing, enrollment, participation, certification, policies, and regulations.

• Insight Imaging operates about 60 fixed-site
imaging centers and more than 100 mobile
diagnostic imaging units in the U.S.

HealthCare Appraisers Inc.

Learning from many research assignments on
this topic, I turn to trade associations, magazines, government agencies, and the SEC filings
of the major industry players for the most current industry information.

This valuation and consulting firm publishes an
annual ASC Valuation Survey of trends in the
value and characteristics of ASC ownership interests and management fees charged to ASCs.

• Radnet is a network of 198 owned and operated outpatient imaging centers in seven
states.

Ambulatory Surgery Centers
Ambulatory Surgery Center
Association
The section “Federal Regulations” has current
updates on how the regulatory environment,
especially Medicare, is aﬀecting the industry.
The “Resource Center” has news and links to
benchmarking data.
The “Government Advocacy” section contains
links to all state associations, which is useful
since most states require ASCs to be licensed in
order to operate, and each state determines
the specific requirements ASCs must meet for
licensure.

Becker’s ASC Review
This publication contains “practical business,
legal, and clinical guidance for ambulatory surgery centers.” One such article is “12 largest ASC
chains in the US.”

Oncology/Infusion Centers
American Society of Clinical
Oncology.

VMG Health
This valuation and transaction advisory firm’s
annual Intellimarker ASC Benchmarking Study
provides detailed financial benchmarking information and analysis on over 200 ASCs.
Check the web sites and Forms 10-K of these
public companies:
Amsurg operates 257 outpatient surgery centers throughout the U.S.
Surgery Partners runs 140 outpatient locations
in the U.S.

Publishes an annual State of Cancer Care.

National Cancer Institute
Provides statistics on cancer incidence and
mortality.
Jan Davis, MLIS, is president of Blue Sage Research, located in San Miguel de Allende Mexico and Sandpoint
Idaho. Since 1997, Jan has provided business appraisers,
forensic accountants and attorneys with industry, company,
and merger and acquisition research.

Diagnostic Imaging Centers
www.HealthImaging.com
This web portal provides articles from health
imaging and diagnostic imaging magazines.
While technology focused, many articles provide insight into current industry conditions.
Check the web sites and 10-Ks of these public
companies:
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SOLOPRENEUR
WEBINARS FOR PAY:
LESSONS LEARNED
By Matt Von Hendy

L

ast spring, after conducting a series of informational interviews
with one of my primary client groups (program evaluators), I discovered somewhat to my surprise that some of them were paying to
attend webinars to keep up to date with their professional skills. At
the same time, I was looking to expand my professional horizons (in
Mary Ellen Bates’ words, “do something that scares you”) and oﬀer
some new services for my clients. After doing some further exploration of the topic, I decided to oﬀer a series of webinars for pay.

Initial Considerations
My first step in this process was to locate and chat with people who
were doing their own webinars for pay. I used my social media connections, primarily through LinkedIn, to locate people who were doing
this. I contacted them, explaining what I was thinking of doing and
asking for five minutes of their time. I was pleasantly surprised at the
number of people who said yes. The information they provided about
their experiences was invaluable. I wrote thank you messages to all of
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them and provided them with
an oﬀer to attend one of my webinars for free, once I started offering them.
One warning in this regard: you
want to make sure that the people that you chat with are conducting the webinars and
handling all the logistics themselves. Many people do webinars in collaboration with a
second party organization, but
their experience is going to be
completely diﬀerent from that
of a solo webinar presenter.
Most for-profit webinars have some combination of these four goals:
develop client relationships, build brand awareness, teach technical
skills, or generate revenue. Most of the people that I spoke to said that
unless you are already well-known, have a specific set of technical
skills, or have your webinar tied into professional development or continuing education credits, you probably will not get rich doing webinars. It is important to determine what your goals are when you are
developing your webinars. In my case, I was looking primarily to develop client relationships and build brand awareness.
Ideally, you also want to do some informational interviewing with

your client groups to determine what webinar topics they might pay for
and how much they would be willing to pay. I did short, 5- to 10-minute
phone or Skype interviews with ten program evaluators that I knew relatively well. The information that I got from these sessions proved invaluable in determining both the content and the price structure for the
webinars.
I can’t stress enough how helpful it is to have experience both presenting on a webinar and handling the background logistics before attempting to do one of your own. AIIP has some great resources in this regard:
volunteering on the AIIP webinar committee and Mary Ellen Bates and
Cathy Chiba’s AIIP webinar session on how to conduct a good webinar,
which you can find in the AIIP webinar archives. Of course, you can also
be a speaker on someone else’s webinar.

Platforms/Software
Once you decide to do the webinars, one of the major questions that
you are going to face is which platform to use. At this point, there are
dozens of choices but some of the biggest ones are WebEx, GoToWebinar, and Adobe Connect. If you are doing individual or small group training, you may really want to consider one of the excellent free or very low
cost services such as join.me.
A number of factors should be considered when you are evaluating a
webinar platform, including: pricing, customer support, integration of
payment options, your comfort level with the software, audio and video
integration, recording and editing options, and content sharing capabilities. I chose to go with GoToWebinar because many people are familiar
with their software, payment integration options, and outstanding customer service.

Payment
Another major consideration in putting together your webinars is payment. Ideally, you want to have your payment system tied into your webinar registration. Many people try to make this a two-step process,
where you go one place to register for the webinar and another to pay
for it. You will lose more than half of your potential attendees if you use
this model.

Marketing
Yet another major consideration is how you are going to market your
webinars. It can be surprisingly easy to overlook some obvious marketing channels such as your own social media, newsletters, e-mail lists, etc.
You can also nicely ask your professional acquaintances and friends to
post to lists or promote through their networks as well. Be sure to thank
people for doing this--and don’t abuse their goodwill by asking for this
type of favor too often. Of course, you will want to reciprocate when
they are trying to promote their own webinars.
When you are promoting webinars to professional lists, social media
groups, and other places, things can get very strange. Generally, blatant
self-promotion is frowned upon, but badly hidden self-promotion is
okay. For example, you may be able to post your webinar and registration link as long as you don’t mention your name or that there is a cost
associated with the webinar.

Prepare for the Unexpected
This cliché may never be truer than when you are doing a webinar by
yourself. About two hours before my first solo webinar, for which I had
over 20 attendees registered, my extremely reliable internet connection
died! Fortunately, I had made arrangements with a consultant friend
who lives close by to go over to his place if I had an emergency situation.
In the end, the webinar session went oﬀ without a hitch. On a related
note, a landline tends to be much more reliable than a wireless connection for hosting a webinar.
When I got my GoToWebinar license, I could do an unlimited number of
webinars per month. I realized that I had enough material to do a couple
of webinars that I guessed would interest librarians and information professionals. I put together these webinars, but didn’t really expect many
people to sign up for them. I was wrong. I had 45 people attend these
two sessions. If you get more than 15 people signed up for your webinar,
it can be really useful to enlist the help of a friend in handling the background logistics.

The Future of Webinars: A Relic of the Past

Most of the major webinar vendors have systems that allow you to integrate a PayPal page into the webinar registration so that it is a relatively
seamless process. You will wind up paying a decent price for this service,
but it’s probably a good investment.

A couple of trends that have accelerated during the past year with regard to webinars are worth considering. The explosion in the number of
webinars that are being oﬀered means that they are becoming the same
as e-mails in that they are widely ignored. Social media experts are also
encouraging companies to create free webinars as a marketing tool, but
one eﬀect is that people increasingly do not expect to pay for webinars.

If you have attendees from many diﬀerent countries, it’s nice to have a
webinar service that can deal with a variety of currencies. One surprise
for me was that about a third of my webinar attendees were not from
the United States, so GoToWebinar’s ability to handle transactions in foreign currencies proved to be very handy.

Matthew Von Hendy is the principal/owner of Green Heron Information Services, which
provides research and information services for biopharma and other scientific professionals.
He can be reached at info@greenheroninfo.com.

If you are attempting to integrate payment from a webinar service into
your website, make sure that it is fully compliant with the regulatory requirements for handling e-commerce transactions. If it isn’t, this could
prove to be an extremely expensive proposition. Be prepared with an alternate payment system for the handful of attendees who are not familiar or comfortable with PayPal or whatever you are using—there will be
a few.
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Behind the Scenes of the 2016
Business Information Survey:
Demonstrating a Commercial
Mind-Set
by Denise Carter

I

n 2015 I had the pleasure of taking on responsibility for the Business
Information Survey, the world’s longest running survey in the Business Information and Knowledge Management sector. Conducted annually since 1991, results are published in the March issue of Business
Information Review, a Sage journal. The previous contributor, was Allan
Foster, who had managed the survey for the previous 25 years. A very
tough act to follow!
The 26th annual Business Information Survey revealed some insights that I
thought my fellow AIIPers might also find interesting. The survey takes a
broad view of multiple aspects of providing a business-oriented information service; particular areas that came to the fore were around skillsets
required by commercial organizations; how those skillsets are being acquired; and vendor management and relationships. The 2016 survey was
also accompanied by an infographic that highlights the key issues raised
and discussed by the survey participants.
The survey was compiled from 45- to 60-minute telephone interviews
with senior information managers representing commercial organizations active in the financial, legal, pharmaceutical, science & technical,
and telecommunications sectors. This year 23 potential interviewees
were approached, and 16 were able to participate. 70% of these were
previous contributors. Participants are based in the UK (75%), Europe,
and the US. In future I would like to include more European participants,
as well as some from Australia and Asia. Many of the participants represent global organizations, but I hope including more interviews with
people based outside the UK provided some additional insights and differing viewpoints. All participant responses are anonymous and any
comments which may identify them or their organization are not in-
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cluded. The full list of questions
asked of participants is posted at
the end of this piece.

2016 Results
The key message was that commercial organizations are demanding more rounded practitioners
who can adapt to “internal consultant” style roles. The most valued
attributes highlighted by the research include forward thinking,
horizon planning, strategic thinking, and future perspectives. The survey
also emphasized the value of interpersonal negotiation and networking
skills, and data visualization and packaging. Data illuminated a gap between the qualities and skills demanded, and the focus of traditional library and information education programs, even short course provision.
Perhaps this signifies a market opportunity for AIIPers with training and
coaching skills.
Also highlighted by the survey was a desire for more personalized and
focused services from information vendors; it was perceived there was
room for improvement from vendors in relation to innovation, customer
relationships, and pricing. I give a big “thank you” to Marcy Phelps, whose
blog posts, “My wish list for information vendors, parts 1 & 2”, I referenced
in the article, as those wishes very closely mirrored the comments made
by the survey respondents.

2016 Business Information Survey
Questions for Participants
The business environment

Skills & training

1. Where is the information/research service positioned within the organization? Is this the right place, and if not, where should the
team ideally be placed in the organization?
2. What are the current business conditions in which the organization is operating?

Budget, staﬃng & resources

7. What are the key skills needed to fulfill the functions of the team?
8. How are the needs for new skills in your staﬀ team addressed?
What percent of the budget is assigned to training and development? What is the split between internal and external training? Is it
diﬃcult to find appropriate training resources?

Service developments

3. How has budget changed from previous years? Is this change in
line (% change) with other departments in the company?

9. Have you introduced any new services or initiatives in the last
year? If so, what were they?

4. Describe the current staﬀ resource situation. When staﬀ have left
the organization has it been easy to retain this headcount for the
team or has it ever been re-assigned to another team? What percentage of staﬀ have moved on citing lack of career progression
opportunities?

10. Do you see any challenges or scope creep from other teams or
departments which compromise or infringe on your teams’
deliverables? Conversely have you seen opportunities to widen
your scope of activities? If so, what actions have you taken?

5. Has the organization outsourced any of its information services
‘on’ or ‘oﬀshore’? If not, is there any consideration of doing so? Are
there any previously outsourced activities that have been brought
back in-house?
6. Describe the relationship with content vendors and what are the
main issues faced?
a. Does your company maintain a license from the UK Copyright Licensing Agency (or equivalent in your country)?

11. Are your team’s goals and objectives directly linked with the
organizational goals and objectives? Do your activities directly
influence the success or failure of organizational objectives?
12. Do you attempt to measure the outputs and outcomes of your
service?

Information trends
13. What roles do Big Data, Knowledge Management, Social Media,
Digital Delivery, Cyber Security have in your organization? Are you
actively involved in these? Proactively or reactively?

b. Are external vendor negotiations handled by the information team or by a procurement team?

2017 Planning

confidentiality of course, that would be great.

I have already begun the process for the 2017 annual survey. I want to
explore in more detail the impact of the information group/team on
business decisions and business activity. I would also like to have a more
in-depth discussion on using external resources to support internal activities. I think these findings would also be of interest to AIIPers.

The full text of the 2016 survey is behind a pay wall on the Business Information Review website, but one-day access is available at a modest fee:
http://bir.sagepub.com/cgi/content/long/33/1/9.

If you have any thoughts or suggestions for questions or topics, please
don’t hesitate to get in touch. I’m also keen to get new participants; if any
of you have a contact you could pass on, without compromising client

Denise Carter is the owner of DCision Consult, a competitive intelligence & business analytics service provider. Based in Switzerland, DCision Consult works with pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies in Europe and the US to deliver meaningful data and analysis that drives decisions. You can reach Denise at denise.carter@dcisionconsult.com

Editor’s note: Denise has kindly provided an
informative infographic that depicts the key
findings of the BIR Annual Survey 2106.
See it on the AIIP Blog.
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Federal Depository Library
Program Academy and More
By Amelia Kassel

I

recently learned about a U.S. government website that I want to
share in my column this month: FDLP Academy.

First, some background. The U.S. government established the Federal
Depository Library Program (FDLP) in the 1800s, when a joint resolution
of Congress directed that additional copies of the House and Senate
Journals and other documents be printed and distributed to institutions outside the federal government. Today, there are millions of government documents and the Federal Depository Library Program has
grown into a system of over 1,250 federal depository libraries, which are
listed in the Federal Depository Library Directory.
Federal depository libraries are housed at public, academic, law, state,
and other types of libraries, which are designated by elected oﬃcials or
qualify for designation under the provisions of the law called “by-law
designations.” For more about designations, see the Designation Handbook for Federal Depository Libraries.
The FDLP Academy is one program of several oﬀered by the Federal Depository Library Program. Its goal is to:
• Inform and educate the federal depository library community about
federal government information resources;
• Assist federal depository libraries in better serving their communities;
and
• Advance government information literacy.
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Of potential value to AIIP members are the FDLP Academy’s free webinars and webcasts about a wide variety of government information
topics. The webinars are presented by the Government Printing Oﬃce
(GPO) and other federal agencies as well as from the FDLP community.
You can sign up for a webinar or listen to a recorded version at a later
time. Recorded webinars are listed at
www.login.icohere.com/public/topics.cfm?cseq=1172. Most webinars
currently available are from 2015 and 2016. Here are few that may be of
interest to some AIIP members:
• Librarian's Guide to Trade Data
• Census: USA Trade Online and the FDLP
• Four Starting Points for Finding Government Information
• Resources for Scientific Investigation
• Exploring the CDC Healthy Living Website: Disease Prevention,
Health Conditions, and Healthcare Statistics
• The Essentials of PubMed
• Using American FactFinder
• Using Census Bureau Demographic and Economic Data in a Business
Plan
• Introducing the American Housing Survey
• Census: Introduction to DataFerrett
You can receive email alerts or an RSS feed which apprises you of the
webinar schedule. A free newsletter (www.fdlp.gov/news-and-events)
geared to federal depository personnel is also useful for others because
of tidbits of interest, such as one in the issue at the time of this writing,
which mentions AskGPO, another service of the FDLP.

AskGPO provides information about the most recent GPO services and
products for customers, describes how to do business with the GPO for
vendors, and oﬀers information to libraries about federal depository libraries and the Catalog of U.S. Government Publications (CGP), the “finding tool for electronic and print publications from the U.S. government.”
More than 500,000 records generated since July 1976 are contained in
the CGP, which is updated daily. The GPO plans to include records for
publications dating back to the late 1800s, making the CGP the central
point for locating new and historical government publications. U.S. government agencies provide information on a wide variety of subjects from
“aardvarks to zygomycosis” and for areas that cover communications, defense, health, international aﬀairs, labor, regulatory aﬀairs, weather, and
much more.

point you in the direction of a government agency or database. You can
submit a question via e-mail or use live chat.
The FDLP Academy webinars oﬀer a good introduction to many U.S. government sources. The Ask a Librarian service is helpful for answers to
questions using U.S. government publications and about U.S. government databases supplied by a wide range of U.S. government agencies. I
hope you take time to explore these resources if you haven’t already, and
assess how some may be valuable to you and your research work.
Amelia Kassel is President of MarketingBase, a global firm specializing in industry, company, and competitive and market intelligence research. Amelia operates The Mentor Program for new research professionals and those wishing to expand. Contact Amelia at
amelia@marketingbase.com or www.marketingbase.com.

Still another oﬀering of the FDLP is Ask a Librarian, a free online reference
service focusing on government information products. Ask a Librarian
provides answers to questions about government documents or can
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